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ABSTRACT: Particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces give rise to soft substrate-less platforms with wide-ranging applications, 

including remote and on-demand manipulation, optical modulation, catalysis, multiphase and multiplex sensing, as well as in-situ 

reaction kinetics elucidation. Notably, these soft platforms are easy to fabricate and can exhibit long-range order, both of which are 

challenging to achieve using traditional solid-based substrates. In this perspective, we provide an overview of the latest research in 

the fabrication and applications of these soft platforms. We begin with a brief discussion on the formation mechanism of two- and 

three-dimensional substrate-less platforms, followed by highlighting the unique properties of these platforms. We also discuss the 

application of these particle-assembled interfaces to three specific research areas, including dynamic tuning of optical properties, 

multiplex molecular sensing, and small-volume reaction modulation and kinetics monitoring. We end our perspective with an out-

look on the promising research frontiers that can be achieved using these soft substrate-less platforms. 

Introduction 

Fluid-fluid interfaces assembled with micro-/nanosized par-

ticles are emerging substrate-less platforms that retain a liq-

uid’s “soft” and fluidic nature.1-4 The assembly of these sub-

strate-less ensembles is mainly driven by the reduction of 

large interfacial tension between immiscible liquid-liquid and 

liquid-air systems.5-7 Particles spontaneously adsorb and are 

trapped at these interfaces to minimize overall Gibbs free en-

ergy of the system, even in the absence of external mechanical 

forces. Generally, particle-fluid platforms can be categorized 

into two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) platforms.8, 9 These 

platforms typically require only one fabrication step, and do 

not require specific and/or complex fabrication techniques 

commonly employed in substrate-based platforms.10-13 2D 

platforms are formed by assembling particles onto a planar 

interface between two immiscible fluids using sample volumes 

in the milliliter to liter range.14, 15 The platforms are highly 

scalable, extending up to several tens of centimeters. On the 

other hand, 3D particle-assembled interfaces usually adopt a 

spherical structure and are prepared by adsorbing particles 

onto liquid droplets.7, 16-18 Furthermore, these droplet-based 

templates can be easily miniaturized to milli- and micrometric 

size by using corresponding volumes of liquid droplets during 

platform fabrication.  

Particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces exhibit numerous 

properties, enabling these substrate-less platforms to demon-

strate tremendous potential in wide-ranging applications, in-

cluding remote manipulation, optical modulation, catalysis, 

and in the broad field of microfluidics. Through a careful se-

lection of particles used during fabrication, these interfacial 

platforms can be rendered magnetic-, plasmonic-, and catalyt-

ic-active.19-22 Furthermore, these particle-assembled interfaces 

are ideal for novel multiphasic applications because they have 

direct access to both the immiscible fluids. These applications 

include multiplex sensing across fluid-fluid interfaces and 

tracking of microscale reaction kinetics, rendering such soft 

interfaces relevant to the broad fields of synthetic chemistry, 

nanotechnology as well as environmental and industrial safety 

where processes comprising multiple fluids are prevalent.23-28 

Due to their “softness”, particle-assembled fluid-fluid inter-

faces provide a versatile strategy to produce interfacial plat-

forms with tunable size and shape. For instance, 3D platforms 

can take on spherical or puddle morphologies which are de-

termined by the interplay between surface tension and gravity. 

This physical flexibility enables direct control over their me-

chanical properties such as robustness, specific surface area, 

and porosity of the assembled particles.7, 29-31 Moreover, the 

“malleability” of these soft interfaces enable them to access 

narrow fluidic channels easily, and allow them to be integrated 

with state-of-the-art microtechnologies such as lab-on-a-chip 

devices.32-36 Integrating interfacial particle assemblies with 

microdevices is important especially with growing efforts to 

down-scale bio(chemical) processes for high throughput 

screening and environmental conservation through minimal 

chemical consumptions.37-40 

Another vital attribute of particle-assembled fluid-fluid in-

terface is its ability to achieve novel long-range crystallinity 

with uniform orientation in both 2D and 3D that is challenging 

to attain using other fabrication methods.22, 41, 42 Such unique 

advantage of interfacial particle assembly is due to the highly 

mobility of particles at fluid-fluid interface where individual 

building blocks can continuously organize and orient to 

achieve a minimum global free energy.43-45 Long-range order 

is crucial to impart distinct collective effects arising from the 



 

crystalline structure which are not observed in individual par-

ticles. Consequently, particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces 

hold tremendous promise in realizing an extensive library of 

distinct structure-to-function phenomena. These collective 

benefits therefore motivate us to summarize current research 

status of soft particle-assembled interfaces to highlight major 

achievements and identify scientific gaps that could further 

expedite interfacial platforms towards real-life applications. 

 

Figure 1. Overview on the various types of particle-assembled 

fluid-fluid interfaces and their interfacial applications. Reprinted 

with permission from ref 33, 29. Copyright 2014, 2015 Wiley-

VCH verlag GmbH & Co. Reprinted with permission from ref 22. 

Copyright 2015 Nature Publishing Group. Reprinted with permis-

sion from ref 98, 77. Copyright 2013, 2016 Royal Society of 

Chemistry. Reprinted with permission from ref 51, 28. Copyright 

2013, 2016 American Chemical Society.  

 

In this perspective, we review the latest progress in the de-

velopment of particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces as sub-

strate-less platforms and their interfacial applications (Figure 

1). Our perspective is in no way comprehensive, and readers 

are encouraged to refer to other outstanding reviews for details 

on the formation mechanism and molecular-assembled inter-

faces.14, 15, 46-49 We begin by describing various particle-

assembled platforms formed on macroscopic 2D fluid-fluid 

interfaces, followed by the shrinking of these soft interfaces 

into 3D spherical templates comprising millimeter-sized liquid 

marbles and microscopic colloidosomes. Emphasis will be 

placed on their fabrication, as well as their unique physi-

cal/mechanical characteristics which can be leveraged upon to 

achieve additional advantages over traditional substrate-

supported particle platforms. Subsequently, we discuss the 

applications of these soft particle-fluid platforms on three 

main areas: (1) dynamic modulation of particle-induced plas-

monic properties, (2) multiplex molecular detection, and (3) 

small-volume reaction modulation and monitoring. Finally, we 

will conclude our discussion and present an outlook on possi-

ble avenues for exploration to further expand particle-

assembled soft interfaces as fluid-based metamaterials and 

smart devices for next-generation sensing, catalysis, artificial 

biomimetics, and light-matter interactions.  

1. Types of particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces 

1.1 Two-dimensional (2D) particle assembly at soft fluid-

fluid interface 

Bulk fluid-fluid interfaces are appealing platforms to organ-

ize nanoparticles into superlattices with excellent long-range 

order.14, 15 Micro-/nanosized particles adsorb spontaneously at 

the interface to minimize interfacial free energy, allowing 

monolayers of nanoparticles to be easily trapped and assem-

bled at these interfaces. These particles also retain excellent 

lateral mobility at the interface, thereby creating an ideal plat-

form for the scalable organization of nanoparticles. 

To assemble particles at the liquid-gas interface, a relatively 

non-polar colloidal particle dispersion phase is typically 

spread over an underlying immiscible polar subphase.50 The 

liquid subphase usually has a high surface tension such that 

the interfacial trapping energy dominates gravity, resulting in 

a skin effect to prevent the submersion of particles into the 

subphase. Consequently, solvents such as water and diethylene 

glycol are frequently employed as the subphase due to their 

extensive network of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, which 

effectively traps particles at the soft interface to form a Lang-

muir film. A systematic surface compression can also be in-

troduced to modulate the particle packing density within the 

Langmuir film, enabling the creation of a sparsely packed 

monolayer to a compact one where adjacent particles are di-

rectly contacting each other (Figure 2A).51 This modulation is 

analogous to the continuous transition of the Langmuir film 

from a 2D “gas” to “liquid”, and eventually to a “solid” film 

(Figure 2B); these monolayers can be subsequently transferred 

onto solid substrates via either Langmuir-Blodgett or Lang-

muir-Schaefer techniques. Using Ag nanocube monolayers as 

an example, increasing surface pressure brings the nanocubes 

in the monolayer closer to each other (Figure 2B). This de-

crease in interparticle separation causes the monolayer film 

color to transition from yellow green (Π = 8 mNm-1) to brown-

ish yellow (Π = 10 mNm-1), and eventually to metallic silver 

(Π = 18 mNm-1).51 

A rich library of superlattices has been demonstrated using 

this assembly approach, including various close-packed as-

semblies using Platonic nanoparticles, 52, 53 prisms, 54 nano-

rod,55, 56 and wires35 as building blocks, as well as bina-

ry/ternary nanocrystal superlattices. 57-60 In the self-assembly 

of shape-controlled nanoparticles at the liquid-air interface, 

shape entropy has also brought about superlattice structural 

diversity of various upconversion nanoplates61 (Figure 2C) and 

bipyramids/bifrustums (Figure 2D).41 Despite the vast poten-

tial afforded by the liquid-air platform, a significant shortcom-

ing of this approach lies in its inherent requirement of spread-

ing relatively hydrophobic particles in conjunction with a po-

lar liquid subphase. However, recent advances have begun 

utilizing electrospraying to introduce aerosolized particles 

dispersed in polar solvents at the liquid-air interface during the 

self-assembly process with considerable success.62 We can 

therefore expect even more widespread adoption of the liquid-

air interface to organize particles with various surface func-

tionalities in the future.  



 

 

Figure 2. (A) Isotherm and (B) photographic images of the 

Langmuir films when mechanically compressed to various surface 

pressures. Reprinted with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2013 

American Chemical Society. (C) 2D superlattices of upconversion 

nanoplates. Reprinted with permission from ref 61. Copyright 

2013 Nature Publishing Group. (D) Self-assembly of bipyramids 

(left) and bifrustums (right). Reprinted with permission from ref 

41. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.  

In addition to the liquid-air interface, the liquid-liquid inter-

face is another widely utilized platform to organize nanoparti-

cles into ordered structures. Typically comprising a polar 

aqueous phase and a non-polar organic phase, an interfacial 

potential well is created between these two immiscible liquids 

which can effectively trap nanoparticles at the liquid-liquid 

interface.1, 14, 63 Such trapping occurs regardless of the nature 

of the particle surface chemistry and the dispersion solvent, 

thereby overcoming the intrinsic experimental limitations at 

the liquid-air interface. In addition to the abovementioned 

factors used to tune particle assembly at liquid-air interfaces, 

liquid-liquid interfacial systems also offer additional parame-

ters such as buoyancy and two concurrent particle-liquid inter-

actions (particle-aqueous and particle-organic) to systematical-

ly modulate the interfacial behaviors of the particles. This 

assembly approach has been successfully adopted together 

with electrostatic interactions to assemble non-close-packed 

hexagonal arrays of polystyrene particles, with interparticle 

spacing ranging 3 to 10 particle diameters.64 Such regular and 

sparsely-positioned array can be crucial for biosensing to min-

imize cross-talk between various sample points. Electrostatic 

interactions have further been utilized in conjunction with 

supramolecular polymer filament templates to guide the self-

assembly of Au nanoparticles into plasmonic waveguides.65 

Moreover, hierarchical structures can also be achieved at liq-

uid-liquid interfaces via breath figures-based self-assembly, in 

which hexagonal arrays of micro-sized water droplets are in-

troduced to the surface of a polymer solution.66, 67 

 

Figure 3. (A) Schematic representation on the self-assembly of 

Ag octahedra on the liquid-liquid interface created between im-

miscible decane and aqueous solution of gellan gum. (B) Using 

liquid-liquid interface to tune plasmonic metacrystal structure of 

Ag octahedra by modifying the particle surface hydrophobicity. 

Reprinted with permission from ref 22. Copyright 2015 Nature 

Publishing Group. 

Our group has also established the concept of “one nanopar-

ticle, multiple superlattices” at the water-oil interface to 

achieve superlattice structural diversity without changing na-

noparticle morphology (Figure 3A).22, 42 By tailoring the na-

noscale surface chemistry of shape-controlled nanoparticles 

such as nanocubes and octahedra, we demonstrate that each 

particle morphology can be individually assembled into three 

distinct superlattices at the water-oil interface. Using Ag octa-

hedra as an example, we systematically increase the surface 

hydrophobicity of the nanoparticles, which leads to a continu-

ous evolution of superlattice structure from hexagonal close-

packed arrays to progressively open square lattices with parti-

cles standing on their vertices (Figure 3B). As the superlattices 

evolve, the building blocks change from a planar to a vertical 

configuration with increasing contact with the oil phase. Such 

interfacial behavior variations arise from increasingly favora-

ble particle-organic phase interactions between the hydropho-

bic alkylthiols and the organic phase. We further demonstrate 

the importance of superlattice design for sensing by elucidat-

ing the creation of plasmonic “hotstrips” in the square lattice, 

leading to ~130-fold boost in local electromagnetic field en-

hancement. 

While the significance of bulk interfaces in directing 2D 

particle assembly is clearly exemplified, the soft platforms 

generated are usually microscopically flat and prepared using 

substantial sample amounts (in the milliliters to liters range). 



 

As such, the platforms are susceptible to laser misalignment in 

spectroscopic applications and face limitations for miniatur-

ized applications. This raises the scientific question of “Are 

we able to break the planar geometry to achieve functional 

miniature 3D soft interfaces?” Due to their enhanced surface 

areas and increased tolerance to optical misalignments during 

spectroscopic studies, we hypothesize that micro-/nanoscale 

3D soft interfaces can facilitate future integration into micro-

devices and technologies, and at the same time offer an artifi-

cial microenvironment to mimic/study cellular systems. 

1.2 Miniature 3D particle-assembled fluid-fluid interface

  

1.2.1 Liquid Marbles 

Liquid marbles are macroscopic 3D particle-encapsulated 

liquid droplets with diameters in the millimeter to centimeter 

range.3, 18 The formation of liquid marble mainly utilizes high-

surface tension water microdroplet, but can also be extended 

to other organic liquids such as toluene and chloroform.68 As 

with bulk interfaces, particles also spontaneously cluster onto 

such 3D liquid-air interfaces to minimize the system’s free 

energy. This fabrication approach effectively isolates the mi-

crodroplet within a loosely packed particle shell, thus signifi-

cantly reducing the rapid evaporation rates typical in small-

volume liquids.69 For instance, graphene liquid marbles de-

crease the evaporation of the enclosed droplet by two-fold as 

compared to an exposed droplet.70 However, the use of pulver-

ized particle powders for liquid marble formation also implies 

that liquid marbles predominantly do not possess crystalline 

assembled structures at these 3D liquid-air interfaces. Never-

theless, the presence of air pockets between adjacent particles 

on the enclosed liquid droplet surface confers Cassie-Baxter-

type anti-wetting properties to minimize particle-water con-

tact, analogous to the superhydrophobic “lotus effect”.24 Con-

sequently, liquid marbles are non-stick and can be easily ma-

nipulated on both solid and liquid surfaces without leakage, 

even on hydrophilic surfaces (Figure 4A).  

Liquid marbles possess excellent mechanical robustness, 

and are capable of bouncing at elevated heights. They can also 

merge or split on demand without disintegrating due to the 

particle shell’s self-healing property; minimization of interfa-

cial free energy implies that the newly split marbles will also 

be fully encapsulated with particles. (Figure 4B).7, 24, 71 This 

robustness of liquid marbles during merging offers an appeal-

ing alternative to homogenize the contents of multiple micro-

droplets for the initiation of chemical reactions without requir-

ing engineered microfluidic systems.71 In addition, liquid mar-

bles prepared using hydrophobic particles can also be stably 

suspended atop water to create water-particle-water interfac-

es.72 Such configuration enhances droplet stability against 

evaporation by four-fold as compared to liquid marbles in the 

air-particle-water configuration, due to increased humidity 

around the liquid marbles.73 This stability will be crucial in 

applications which require extended tracking of time-based 

events, such as in reaction kinetics monitoring. Aside from 

suspending atop water, liquid marbles can also be submerged 

within organic liquids to form oil-particle-water interfaces 

(Figure 4C).24, 74 This direct contact of liquid marbles with an 

external liquid phase therefore extends their soft interfaces 

into a variety of fluid-fluid configurations, and will enable 

liquid marbles to be utilized in diverse interfacial studies and 

applications, which target potential gas- and/or liquid-related 

processes at fluid-fluid interfaces. One possible example of 

these processes involves gas scrubbing by liquid absorbents, 

whereby gas molecules dissolve in liquid absorbent upon their 

physical contact.  

Figure 4. (A, B) Digital images of liquid marble rolling, bounc-

ing, merging and splitting. Reprinted with permission from ref 24. 

Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH verlag GmbH & Co. Reprinted with 

permission from ref 71. Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH verlag 

GmbH & Co. (C) Submersion and floating of a plasmonic liquid 

marble in hexane and on water (yellow layer), respectively. Re-

printed with permission from ref 24. Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH 

verlag GmbH & Co. 

The most outstanding feature of liquid marbles lies in the 

facile integration of additional functionalities by changing the 

types of encapsulating materials. This feature implies that 

liquid marbles are analogous to a painter’s blank canvas, 

wherein the potential properties achievable using liquid mar-

bles are only limited by one’s imagination. As an example, 

liquid marbles prepared using plasmonic-active Ag nanocube 

generates intense electromagnetic fields across the entire 3D 

shell.24 These enhanced electromagnetic fields boost surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signals by > 108-fold, 

enabling ultrasensitive read-out of molecular vibrational signa-

tures. Likewise, catalytically-active liquid marbles can also be 

prepared by assembling noble metal particles (Ag or Au) on 

the surface of an aqueous methylene blue microdroplet.75 The 

metallic shell acts as an electron relay to improve the catalytic 

degradation of this environmental toxin. This “reaction core-

catalytic shell” configuration is a novel strategy for support-

free heterogeneous catalysis, and contrasts with existing meth-

ods which mainly immobilize catalytic materials onto second-

ary solid supports for catalysis. 



 

 

Figure 5. (A) Illustration on the Marangoni-type maneuver of 

liquid marble when the laser is irradiated on a single face of pho-

tothermal-active liquid marble. Reprinted with permission from 

ref 76. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH verlag GmbH & Co. (B) 

Schematic (left) and actual digital camera snapshots (right) 

demonstrating the spinning of magnetically-active liquid marble 

when placed on water surface. The external rotating magnetic 

field is conveyed using a commercial stirrer and set at 500 rpm. 

Reprinted with permission from ref 72. Copyright 2016 American 

Chemical Society. 

 

More importantly, liquid marbles also double as smart mi-

crodevices capable of on-demand manipulation and maneuver-

ing. This is achieved by incorporating an active encapsulating 

shell that is responsive to external stimuli such as photo-

irradiation,76 electric field18, 77 and magnetic field.78 Photo-

thermal-active liquid marbles constructed using light-

absorbing materials such as polypyrrole, carbon black, and 

graphene can achieve surface temperatures > 100oC at the 

liquid marble shell upon laser irradiation (Figure 5A).79 When 

suspended on a water surface, light irradiation creates an 

asymmetric heat distribution on the liquid marbles, resulting in 

a surface tension gradient between the bulk water body and the 

liquid marble surface. This phenomenon in turn enables a Ma-

rangoni-type maneuver for the liquid marbles over the water 

surface, which is then used to control the movement of an 

external object on water surface. In addition, non-uniform 

local surface tension created using the evaporation of alcohol 

encapsulated within liquid marbles followed by their subse-

quent condensation on the external water surface can also 

drive liquid marble propulsion.80 Furthermore, electric-

responsive liquid marbles coated with polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) particles can be electrically charged by applying an 

electric field to induce electro-coalescence of adjacent liquid 

marbles for effective merging of their encapsulated contents.77 

Among various stimuli-responsive liquid marbles, magnet-

ic-field responsive liquid marbles represent a class of liquid 

marbles that is extensively investigated because they offer a 

simple-yet-powerful approach for precise and rapid micro-

droplet manipulation using an external magnet. These magnet-

ic liquid marbles are typically fabricated using Fe3O4 nanopar-

ticles, and the magnetically-responsive shell can also be 

opened or closed by simply adjusting the distance between the 

magnet and liquid marble.33 Additionally, these magnetic liq-

uid marbles (~1 mm diameter) exhibit on-demand and instan-

taneous movement on both flat and curved solid substrates that 

are easily controlled using a magnet, achieving a remarkable 

velocity as high as 0.32 m.s-1.78 The maximum velocity of the 

liquid marbles is primarily affected by their droplet volumes 

as well as the magnetic field strengths of both the external 

magnet and the encapsulating nanoparticles. However, tradi-

tional magnetic actuations of liquid marbles are limited to 

linear motion that only allow simple spatial maneuver of the 

microdroplets. More recently, our group overcomes this limi-

tation and demonstrates a dynamic spinning of Fe3O4-based 

magnetic liquid marble atop an external water surface, achiev-

ing spin rates up to 1300 rpm which are synchronous with the 

externally applied rotating magnetic field (Figure 5B).72 The 

spinning liquid marble introduces a circular hydrodynamic 

flow and an outward centrifugal force of ≥ 2g within the rotat-

ing microdroplet which is sufficient to precipitate an aqueous 

suspension of nanoparticles (~ 100 nm) onto the liquid mar-

ble’s shell.81 Both the circular hydrodynamic flow and centrif-

ugal force are essential to accelerate the homogenization of 

particles/molecules within the encapsulated 3D liquid droplet, 

thus allowing precise control over the kinetics of chemical 

processes occurring in the microdroplet. 

Given the abundance of functional solids available for mi-

crodroplet encapsulation and its ability to form Janus or even 

more sophisticated multilayered shell,82 liquid marbles is a 

truly versatile interfacial-based soft micro-platform suitable 

for diverse applications. Nevertheless, we note that liquid 

marble has a macroscopic size with diameter of at least 1 mm. 

This size restriction potentially impedes their integration into 

microfluidic channels (typically < 500 µm) of miniature de-

vices like lab-on-a-chip system. The down-scaling of particle-

assembled droplets is therefore vital to promote their integra-

tion into state-of-the-art microtechnology for high throughput 

processing and reducing chemical/energy/solvent consump-

tion. We also anticipate the miniaturization of particle-

assembled droplets to further boost their specific surface area, 

which is especially relevant for surface-dependent processes 

such as heterogeneous catalysis and surface-sensitive molecu-

lar detection. 

1.2.2 Colloidosomes 

Colloidosomes are micrometer-sized particle-stabilized 

Pickering emulsions constructed using immiscible liquid-

liquid interfaces which are > 1000-fold smaller than liquid 

marbles, with sizes between ~ 1 to 200 µm.4 They appear as 

“dust-like” structures and are often described as miniaturized 

liquid marbles (Figure 6A).20 Colloidosomes are generated by 

emulsifying a solution system comprising three different com-

ponents: the inner encapsulated liquid phase (dispersed phase), 

the outer liquid phase (continuous phase), and solid particles 

which can be dispersed in either liquid phase.83 Colloidosome 

formation generally requires two steps, involving the initial 

generation of picoliter droplets and subsequent particle assem-

bly at the liquid-liquid interface. Picoliter droplets can be cre-

ated by breaking up a relatively large volume of dispersed 

phase (µL – mL) using microfluidic techniques or physical 

agitation using stirrers, sonicators and manual 

emulsification.29, 83 Colloidal particles then rapidly adsorb at 

these immiscible microscale interfaces to mitigate their large 

interfacial energy.31 Similar to liquid marbles, colloidosomes 



 

can also be imparted with additional properties (catalytic, 

plasmonic and so on) using various types of functional parti-

cles (Figure 6B).29, 84-87 

 

Figure 6. (A) Photo of as-prepared colloidosomes which settled 

on the bottom of tubes (left) as “dust-like” entities. SEM image 

(right) of plasmonic colloidosomes formed via self-assembly of 

Au nanoparticles onto the liquid-liquid interface. Reprinted with 

permission from ref 20. Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH verlag 

GmbH & Co. (B) X-y SERS image recorded from the mid-plane 

of colloidosome prepared using plasmonic-active Ag nanoparti-

cles. Reprinted with permission from ref 29. Copyright 2015 

Wiley-VCH verlag GmbH & Co. (C) Scheme depicting the design 

and construction of functionalized colloidosomes prepared by 

TMOS-induced crosslinking and covalent grafting of a novel 

branched copolymer (TMSPMA23/DMAEMA40/MAA37–

EGDMA8–DDT10) corona on the semipermeable exterior of a 

close-packed silica nanoparticle shell. pH changes lead to the 

regulation of net charge associated with cationic dimethylamino 

(blue) and anionic carboxylate (red) groups of the surface copol-

ymer. This creates a gated response to the transfer of charged 

small molecules across the inorganic membrane. Reprinted with 

permission from ref 91. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. 

 

A distinct advantage of colloidosomes over liquid marbles 

lies in their ability to control the arrangement of individual 

building blocks at the microscale liquid-liquid interface. Con-

trol over colloidosome shell structure is important in the trans-

formation of colloidosomes into potential soft and ultrasmall 

metamaterials on a 3D picoliter droplet. The ability to engi-

neer particle organization on the colloidosome shell has a di-

rect impact on its physical properties such as elasticity and 

porosity of the colloidosomes,30 which is particularly useful in 

facilitating interfacial interactions between molecules in 

phase-separated fluids.  Using colloidal particle dispersion 

during colloidosome formation allows control over particle 

organization, and contrasts with the use of pulverized particle 

aggregates for the preparation of liquid marbles. In fact, parti-

cle stability in either the continuous or dispersed phase is the 

main factor governing the physical organization of particles at 

the colloidosome’s liquid-liquid interface.30 For instance, a 

monolayer of particle-assembled colloidosome can be 

achieved if the particles remain well-dispersed in the continu-

ous phase during manual emulsification. On the contrary, a 

disordered and multilayered particle shell at the soft interface 

arises from using a continuous phase containing aggregated 

particles because particle rearrangement at the microscale 

interface is hindered. A colloidosome shell possessing a low 

degree of crystallinity can also be constructed using particles 

that are aggregated in the dispersed phase but are well-

dispersed in the continuous phase. The low dispersibility of 

particles in the dispersed phase reduces particle mobility at the 

interface, and thus leads to low crystallinity on the colloido-

some shell.  

Moreover, reinforcement to the colloidosome shell can also 

be supplemented via post-emulsification treatment to confer 

additional mechanical robustness required for practical appli-

cations. Examples of reinforcement methods include using 

adhesive polymers30 or click-chemistry88, 89 to introduce an 

additional level of inter-particle connections on top of com-

mon non-covalent interactions (electrostatic and van der 

Waals force). These shell modifications further overcome the 

fast evaporation of ultrasmall-volume dispersed phase and 

prevent mechanical disruption to the particle assembly.  

The microscale dimensions of colloidosomes bring about 

two important attributes unachievable in liquid marbles. First, 

colloidosomes have ultrasmall volumes in the pico/femto-liter 

range, and this leads to potential > 106-fold faster molecular 

diffusion from the center of the encapsulated droplet to the 

colloidosome shell as compared to liquid marbles.90 Colloido-

somes therefore do not require external agitation or complex 

microfluidic design to achieve droplet merging and homogeni-

zation. The second attribute of colloidosomes arises from the > 

103-fold enhancement in specific surface area as compared to 

those of liquid marbles.23 The resulting large interfacial area-

to-volume ratio aids the swift transfer of mass across the 3D 

fluid-fluid boundary, which is especially crucial for biphasic 

applications such as the extraction of target molecules from 

one solvent to another.  

Furthermore, colloidosomes have similar dimensions to 

many primitive biological structures, enabling them to serve as 

an ideal artificial platform for biochemical studies. For in-

stance, water-dispersible colloidosomes constructed using 

silica nanoparticles and pH-responsive surface copolymer are 

used to mimic the electrostatically gated membrane permeabil-

ity of primitive cell-like structures (Figure 6C).91 Selective 

release and uptake of small molecules are achieved using such 

artificial protocells. This behavior is important to trigger en-

zymatic dephosphorylation reactions specifically within the 

aqueous interior of the artificial chemical cells. 

With its distinct advantages, it is therefore unsurprising that 

colloidosomes are fast evolving as model substrate-less plat-

forms for enhancing interfacial processes, as well as replicat-

ing nature-inspired cellular operations for mechanistic and 

application-oriented studies. With the continuous miniaturiza-

tion of particle-assembled soft interfaces, we raise the scien-

tific questions of “How much further can we push the mini-

mum size limit of these substrate-less platforms?” and “What 

additional properties can we garner from such ultrasmall parti-

cle-assembled soft interfaces?” Achieving these goals are non-

trivial, and will require efficient integration of 

(sub)nanoscopic particles with size < 10 nm such as quan-

tum/carbon dots and metal nanoclusters with even smaller 

liquid droplets (diameter between nm to µm) prepared using 

micro-/nanofluidics. 

2.      Applications using particle-assembled soft interfac-

es 

Thus far, we have showcased a variety of particle-

assembled fluid-fluid interfaces, ranging from 2D platforms to 

3D droplet-based template with sizes tunable from the centi-



 

meter-scale down to the microscale. These structurally diverse 

superlattices at various interfaces has certainly led to potential 

applications in wide-ranging fields, including nano-optics,46, 92 

sensing,1, 93-95 catalysis,96 and magnetism.57 However, majority 

of these applications are demonstrated after transferring the 

assembled superlattices to a solid platform, and are therefore 

beyond the focus of our current perspective on the potential 

applications of substrate-less platforms. Our aim here is to 

focus on the recent advances in applications based on soft 

particle-assembled substrate-less platforms rather than to pro-

vide a comprehensive review. 

2.1    Plasmonic modulations 

Substrate-less plasmonic platforms assembled using noble 

metal (Au, Ag) nanoparticles have received the most scientific 

attention among the various classes of nanomaterials, with 

applications demonstrated in optics, analyte detection, photo-

thermal heating,70, 97 and in-situ spectroscopic monitoring of 

reaction kinetics. This multitude of applications based on soft 

plasmonic platforms likely arises from the ease of tailoring the 

surface chemistry of plasmonic nanoparticles, which in turn 

enables the creation of structurally diverse superlattices at the 

interface. More importantly, the associated localized surface 

plasmon resonances (LSPR) of plasmonic nanoparticles are 

highly sensitive to changes in their immediate environments. 

Numerical simulations employed to understand the LSPR of 

coupled nanoparticles at the water-oil interface shows that the 

spectral position and relative strength of the plasmon reso-

nance depends on the exact interfacial position of the nanopar-

ticles at the interface.98 Notably, a near-field coupled mode 

appears for a dimer at the water-oil interface, which can poten-

tially generate SERS enhancement factors on the order of 107 - 

109 (Figure 7A).  

 

Figure 7.  (A) Using 3D-FDTD to simulate the electromagnetic 

behaviors of Au nanoparticle dimer at the oil/water interface. 

Reprinted with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2013 Royal 

Society of Chemistry. (B) Surface pressure-dependent spectral 

evolution of Ag cuboctahedra monolayer at the air-water inter-

face. Reprinted with permission from ref 99. Copyright 2007 Na-

ture Publishing Group. (C) Monolayers of Au nanoparticles serv-

ing as liquid mirror (left) and optical filter (right). Reprinted with 

permission from ref 101. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chem-

istry. (D) Plasmon ruler demonstrated at the oil-water interface. 

Blue and green points correspond to experimentally obtained 

measurements. Black and red dashed lines correspond to theoreti-

cally-derived trends using mean-field theory and coupled-dipole 

approximation respectively. Reprinted with permission from ref 

104. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.  

 

Modulating particle density and interparticle separation of 

Ag nanocrystal monolayer at the air/water interface leads to a 

continuous spectral evolution in the monolayer’s optical re-

sponse across the entire visible spectrum (Figure 7B).99 At 

sufficiently high packing densities, metal nanoparticles at the 

interface lose their colorful hues to form liquid mirror-like 

films. Liquid Ag mirrors are highly reflective with average 

reflectance of 77 % in the 400 – 1000 nm range, and is compa-

rable with that of Hg-based liquid mirrors. 100 However, such 

liquid mirrors are only possible using large nanoparticles. Par-

ticle size plays an important role in the optical behaviors of the 

films formed at the air-liquid interface.101 Larger Au nanopar-

ticles with 38 nm diameters are well-suited for mirror-based 

applications, whereas films formed with smaller 12-nm Au 

nanoparticles with strong absorbance in the green and red re-

gions are more appropriate as optical band-pass filters (Figure 

7C). In addition to changes in optical properties, electrical 

conductivity of metallic films also increases with increasing 

particle coverages, transitioning from insulating to conducting 

behaviors.102, 103 

Plasmon coupling between neighboring nanoparticles gives 

rise to predictable shifts in the coupled LSPR, and such spec-

tral shifts can be used as a spectroscopic ruler to measure the 

nanoscale interparticle spacing between the nanoparticles.104 

This spectroscopic ruler, also known as plasmonic ruler, has 

been established at the liquid/liquid interface using 16-nm Au 

nanoparticles adsorbed at the water/dichloroethane interface. 

By controlling the average interparticle spacing between 6 – 

35 nm, the in-situ plasmon resonance transmission of the ad-

sorbed nanoparticles can be predictably tuned in accordance to 

the empirical plasmon ruler equation (Figure 7D).  

Despite the multiple benefits enabled by planar soft inter-

faces, it is also of paramount importance to overcome their 

inevitable susceptibility to spatial fluctuations caused by ther-

mal/physical agitation. These agitations can arise from the 

surrounding environment, such as wind, natural ground vibra-

tions and temperature changes. A robust platform is essential 

for its subsequent incorporation into various devices for prac-

tical applications.  

2.2    Multiplex molecular sensings 

Fluid-fluid interface offers immense opportunities for in-situ 

multiplex analyte detection, because the incorporation of an 

additional fluid phase enables simultaneous detection of com-

pounds dissolved in both aqueous and organic phases.23, 24, 84 

Furthermore, this one-step multiplex detection scheme elimi-

nates the need for phase separation processes prior to sample 

analysis, which are common protocols in analyzing multi-

phasic samples using gas- or high-performance liquid chroma-

tography. In contrast, in-situ biphasic detection continues to 

pose significant challenges for conventional sensing using 

solid substrates and colloidal dispersions. Detection at fluid-

fluid interface therefore allows rapid analyses for multiphasic 



 

samples which are ubiquitous in environmental pollution and 

food safety. Here, we discuss the achievements in fluid-fluid 

interfacial sensing ranging from non-molecular-specific color-

imetric and fluorescence techniques, and eventually to bipha-

sic molecular identification and quantification at the molecular 

level using SERS.  

Figure 8. (A) Liquid marbles for gas sensing containing HPTS 

indicator under UV irradiation (i) before and (ii) after exposure to 

HCl vapor. Reprinted with permission from ref 105. Copyright 

2010 Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Molecular recognition of 

fructose with fluorogenic boronic acid embedded on colloido-

somes (left). An increase in fluorescence intensity (right) with 

time was observed upon exposure to fructose. Reprinted with 

permission from ref 107. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chem-

istry.  

 

Colorimetric sensing is commonly employed to provide a 

preliminary binary “yes/no” response to detect the pres-

ence/absence of target chemical species. The presence of tar-

get analytes triggers drastic color changes from an initial dye-

based indicator solution. Liquid marbles are often employed 

for colorimetric detection because they can efficiently encap-

sulate millimeter-sized indicator microdroplets within a chem-

ical-resistant and porous particle shell. These advantages allow 

high throughput analyte detection with visually detectable 

color changes from the microdroplets. For instance, acid-

ic/basic gas detection can be achieved by encapsulating aque-

ous pH indicator microdroplets within chemical-resistant Tef-

lon powder shell (Figure 8A).105 Porous liquid marbles con-

taining phenolphthalein changes from colorless to pink upon 

exposure to basic ammonia vapor, whereas liquid marbles 

containing trisulfonic acid-based functionalities (HPTS, pKa ~ 

7.3) exhibit pH-dependent fluorescent color change from blue 

(405 nm) at pH 6 to green (450 nm) at pH 8. In addition, col-

orimetric detection of pH changes can be visualized by the 

release of an aqueous dye droplet from the rupturing of a pH-

responsive liquid marble fabricated using amine-terminated 

polystyrene beads (PDEA-PS; pKa = 7.3). The presence of an 

acidic environment rapidly protonates the amine moieties to 

form hydrophilic cationic-terminated latex particles which 

causes the liquid marble to rupture within 1 min. These find-

ings establish the use of liquid marbles as proof-of-concept 

platforms to simultaneously detect analytes in different bipha-

sic environments via a combination of multiple detection 

mechanisms (e.g. colorimetry and change in fluorescent col-

or). Even though colorimetric sensing offers rapid preliminary 

results without the aid of sophisticated equipment, there is 

limited molecular-specific and quantitative information pro-

vided.  

To address the drawback of colorimetric sensing, common 

analytical tools such as electrochemical analysis and fluores-

cence spectroscopy are integrated with particle-assembled soft 

interfaces to deliver richer information regarding the nature of 

analytes at the fluid-fluid interface. Interfacial voltammetry 

has been utilized to quantitatively detect the anticancer drug 

topotecan across a bulk polarized particle-assembled wa-

ter/1,2-dichloroethane interface.106 Identification and quantifi-

cation of topotecan is based on the energy and current intensi-

ty of electrochemical responses associated with the direct mo-

lecular transfer of topotecan at the liquid-liquid boundary. 

Such method enables detection limits of 0.1 µM, with up to 

100-fold enhanced selectivity over other anticancer drug mol-

ecules and interfering reagents. Fluorescence microscopy has 

also been used as a turn-on sensor in the use of colloidosomes 

for fructose detection (Figure 8B).107 Colloidosomes are graft-

ed with boronic acid-based fructose recognition fluorescent 

functionalities. The presence of fructose leads to a reversible 

boronate ester bond formation, which gradually turn “on” the 

fluorescence emission which increases in intensity with reac-

tion progress. Fructose contents are quantified by the gain in 

fluorescence intensity. Although these schemes represent fac-

ile strategies for sensitive and quantitative detection, the 

choices of suitable analytes are narrow due to the prerequisite 

of specific molecular recognition for the system to work. Fur-

thermore, fluorescence peaks have broad full-widths at half 

maximum in the range of several tens of nanometers, making 

it difficult to resolve close or overlapping emission peaks in 

the presence of multiple fluorescent molecules. 

The integration of SERS detection with various substrate-

less plasmonic platforms has significantly advanced the inter-

facial sensing capabilities of fluid-fluid particle-assembled 

platforms. Laser irradiation causes the LSPR of plasmonic 

nanoparticles to generate intense electromagnetic fields local-

ized on the surfaces of plasmonic nanoparticles, which in turn 

amplifies the Raman scattering signals of analyte molecules at 

the interface. SERS detection at fluid-fluid interfaces tackles 

the limitations of colorimetric, fluorescence, and electrochem-

ical techniques by yielding rich molecular-level information of 

analytes, even at highly diluted concentration down to at-

tomole levels.  

Various 2D plasmonic arrays, including Au nanoparticles, 

Au nanorods, and Ag octahedra, have been employed to detect 

multiple analytes present in two segregated fluid phases. In 

particular, Au nanorod arrays have demonstrated polarization-

dependent enhancement of SERS signals, with strongest SERS 

signals observed when the longitudinal LSPR mode of the 

nanorods are excited (Figure 9A).26 These vertically-aligned 

Au nanorods at liquid-liquid interface achieve > 103-fold boost 

to SERS enhancement factor compared to randomly oriented 

rods.108, 109 Indeed, the importance of crystal structure in 

achieving strong SERS signals is highlighted in the compari-

son of multiplex analyte detection using various Ag octahedra 

arrays of different crystal structures.22 Square metacrystal ar-

rays with plasmonic “hotstrips” gives rise to 10-fold signal 

enhancement as compared hexagonal close-packed arrays, 

with analytical enhancement factors reaching 108. These plat-

forms clearly highlight the combined benefits of utilizing 

SERS detection at fluid-fluid interfaces to create a universal 

and ultrasensitive multiplex sensor. However, these 2D inter-

facial SERS platforms typically require large volume of liq-



 

uid(s) for their preparation, and are also susceptible to signal 

fluctuations due to inevitable thermal and physical agitations 

from the surroundings. 

 

Figure 9. (A) Concurrent SERS sensing of analytes in aqueous 

and organic phases when laser is focused at the particle array 

assembled at the liquid-liquid interface. Reprinted with permis-

sion from ref 26. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. (B) 

Exploiting the picoliter-sized plasmonic colloidosomes for high 

throughput sensing via a dual-phase tri-analyte SERS detection 

scheme (left). Experimental SERS spectrum and SERS image 

(right) recorded using such plasmonic colloidosome-based inter-

facial detection platforms. Reprinted with permission from ref 29. 

Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH verlag GmbH & Co.   

 

Hence, the use of more robust miniature 3D SERS plat-

forms, including plasmonic liquid marbles24 and plasmonic 

colloidosomes,29 has been used to circumvent the above limi-

tations. Built from the clustering of Ag nanocubes on 3D soft 

interfaces, the plasmonic shell thickness of our liquid mar-

bles/colloidosomes comprise approximately 12 inter-stacked 

nanoparticle layers. Extensive plasmonic coupling between 

adjacent nanocubes in three Cartesian planes generates intense 

and homogeneous SERS activities throughout the plasmonic 

shells (> 108-fold Raman signal enhancement). Furthermore, 

the curved surfaces and extended z-dimensions of these plat-

forms gives rise to excellent tolerance to laser misalignment; 

multiple focal planes along the liquid marbles/colloidosomes 

are readily available to ensure that the laser is always focused 

on the 3D SERS platform. Consequently, plasmonic liquid 

marbles can achieve ultratrace analyte quantification down to 

sub-femtomole level using < 3 µL sample volume. In compar-

ison, the > 27-fold expansion of SERS-active area upon emul-

sification of even smaller sample volumes (0.5 µL) empowers 

plasmonic colloidosomes to pushing the detection limits down 

to atto-mole levels.29 Notably, we establish plasmonic colloi-

dosomes as the first “dual-phase tri-analyte” detection scheme 

by exploiting their micro-scale dimensions (Figure 9B).  

In addition, plasmonic colloidosomes also attain efficient 

and high-throughput SERS capabilities, giving rise to homo-

geneous and reproducible SERS signals with < 10 % intensity 

deviations in hyperspectral imaging experiments. This ad-

vantage enables us to couple plasmonic colloidosomes with 

fluidic channels to realize online, contamination-free, and 

rapid sequencing of multi-analyte inputs at the molecular-

level. This flow system offers continuous online detection of 

20 samples in less than 5 min with excellent signal reproduci-

bility with ~9 % intensity deviation, which are important for 

high throughput (bio)chemical screening. Moreover, plas-

monic colloidosomes can effectively isolate analyte samples to 

prevent cross-sample and channel contamination. Raman sig-

natures and intensities of individual analytes remain un-

changed during the interchange of plasmonic colloidosomes 

which contain various probe molecules with concentrations 

spanning five orders of magnitude (10-7 to 10-2 M). We foresee 

that both 3D interfacial sensors based on plasmonic liquid 

marbles and colloidosomes can also be easily extended to a 

vast range of encapsulating particles and solvent combina-

tions, realizing targeted applications involving environmental 

and food safety, forensic, biomedical analysis, etc. 110-113 

2.3    Reaction and its monitoring at the soft interfaces 

Particle-assembled fluid-fluid interfaces are ideal platforms 

to promote biphasic reactions, bringing together immiscible 

precursors to the interface and initiates their chemical reac-

tions. Biphasic reactions are impossible to achieve using a 

single aqueous or organic phase reaction medium, and have 

important applications such as synthesis of large-area and ul-

trathin plate-like structures.114 Here, we will discuss recent 

progress in using particle-assembled soft interfaces to modu-

late reaction kinetics, followed by a brief review on the in-situ 

tracking of reaction events using reactor-sensor hybrid based 

on these soft interfaces.  

Organizing metallic nanoparticles at the fluid-fluid interface 

creates an active soft “electrocatalyst” to boost electrochemi-

cal performance vital in many energy-related reactions, such 

as hydrogen evolution and oxygen reduction reactions.115 

These nanoparticle films can be electrically polarized with 

ease to execute redox catalysis. The Fermi level of the elec-

trons in these films can be easily manipulated to achieve direct 

control over the rate and direction of electron transfer between 

the electrode and redox species.27 Cyclic voltammetry studies 

show that self-assembled Au nanoparticles at 2D water-

trifluorotoluene interface facilitate the electron transfer be-

tween the nanoparticle film and model redox species compris-

ing ferrocene/ferrocenium (organic phase electron donor) and 

[Fe(CN)6]
3-/4- (aqueous phase electron acceptor, Figure 10A). 

This improved electron transfer results in a > 1.5-fold increase 

of electrochemical performance using particle-assembled soft 

interface compared to their absence. 



 

 

Figure 10. (A) Self-assembled Au nanoparticle film at the 

oil/water interface catalyzes an interfacial redox reaction. Re-

printed with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2015 American 

Chemical Society. (B) Parallel control and tracking of reaction 

kinetics of liquid-liquid interfacial reactions. Molecular depiction 

(left) of the interfacial protonation of dimethyl yellow across the 

liquid-liquid interface using colloidosome encapsulated with 

aqueous acid. Parallel SERS imaging (right) of colloidosomes 

comprising of various pH values. Reprinted with permission from 

ref 23. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH verlag GmbH & Co.   

 

In comparison to bulk 2D fluidic interface, the miniaturiza-

tion of (bio)chemical processes in 3D droplet-based (liquid 

marbles and colloidosomes) reactors are advantageous for 

high throughput reaction screening and enhanced reaction 

kinetics. 3D droplet-based reactors reduce chemical/solvent 

consumption, possess increased surface area-to-volume ratio, 

and have shorter reactant diffusion paths in the mil-

li/micrometric length scale. For instance, the degradation ki-

netics of methylene blue enclosed within catalytic liquid mar-

ble exhibits strong dependence on the size/volume of the mi-

croreactor.75 Reducing the reaction droplet’s volume from 80 

to 5 µL enhances the degradation kinetics by 5-fold, attaining 

an optimal rate constant of 0.41 min-1 with an almost 100 % 

degradation efficiency in < 10 min. The appeal of liquid mar-

bles and colloidosomes as miniature reactors is exemplified in 

their extensive applications in (bio)chemical reactions, includ-

ing nanoparticle synthesis,116 blood typing,117 and even cell 

cultivation.73  

In addition, microdroplet reaction kinetics can be easily en-

hanced by selecting encapsulating particles which can impart 

additional functionalities such as catalytic, photothermal and 

magnetic properties to the system. These properties can direct-

ly impact the rate and efficacy of intermolecular collisions 

between reactants, which form the basis of all bio(chemical) 

reactions. For example, silica beads-based liquid marbles are 

used to regulate silver mirror reactions.82 Increasing the 

amount of deprotonated and negatively-charged silanol groups 

(Si-O-) on the beads promote their electrostatic interactions 

with positively-charged Ag ion, thus forming a silver ion layer 

bonded directly to the silica surface. Subsequent reduction of 

the Ag ions forms a Ag metal coating throughout the silica 

particles. This deposition method also offers a facile approach 

in the fabrication of Janus particles whereby Ag mirror can be 

selectively coated on half of the silica hemisphere that is ex-

posed to the enclosed reacting solution.  

Our group also employed the photothermal heating capabili-

ties of graphene liquid marbles to linearly modulate the reac-

tion kinetics of the enclosed microdroplets.70 Graphene liquid 

marbles provide on-demand heating and cooling with tempera-

ture ramping rates reaching 1800 oC/s, enabling their surface 

temperatures to be regulated between 21 – 135 oC simply by 

irradiation of laser in the power range of 0 to 214 mW. Subse-

quent thermal conduction from the graphene shell to the en-

capsulated microdroplets allows the water droplet to attain 

maximum temperatures of 74 oC. This localized heating ena-

bles a linear kinetic modulation of dye degradation following 

Arrhenius equation, and enhances the degradation rate con-

stant by > 12-fold as compared to room temperature kinetics. 

We foresee that such instantaneous photothermal heating will 

have tremendous prospects in on-demand activation of micro-

reactions that are inert at room temperature, as well as for con-

trol over sequential process kinetics of multi-step reactions. 

Magnetic field-responsive Fe3O4-based rotating liquid mar-

bles present another attractive approach to boost reaction ki-

netics by directing reactants in the microdroplets to catalytical-

ly-active shells, thereby facilitating intermolecular and/or cata-

lyst-reactant interactions.72, 81 As its name implies, rotating 

liquid marbles rotate along their vertical axes in the presence 

of an external rotating magnetic field, and this rotation gener-

ates a spiral movement of encapsulated molecules towards the 

shell. This hydrodynamic flow is akin to the rotational behav-

iors in biological systems, enabling rapid molecular homoge-

nization in the entire 3D microdroplet and accelerating mass 

advection towards the encapsulating shell. Rotation rates line-

arly modulate the shell-catalyzed degradation kinetics of mal-

achite green, due to the directed transport of the dye molecules 

to the catalytic sites on the shell. As rotation rates increases 

from 0 to 1300 rpm, degradation kinetics improve by ~ 5-fold 

from 0.13 to 0.62 min-1. In comparison to conventional stir 

bar-based convective flow which drives reactants towards the 

stir bar instead of the catalyst, the unique mass transfer mech-

anism in the rotating liquid marble enables a 3-fold faster ac-

celeration of reactants toward a catalytically-active shell sur-

face. Rotating liquid marbles are appealing magnetohydrody-

namics transducer for control over mass transportation in mi-

crodroplet-based chemical, biological, and biomedical studies.  

Achieving real-time assessment of chemical processes with-

in the interfacial reactor is vital for the elucidation of reaction 

mechanism and dynamics, with the ultimate aim of optimizing 

reaction yield and selectivity through rational reaction design. 

Magnetic liquid marbles serve as a “lab in a droplet” system, 

where the magnetic shell can be opened/closed to monitor 

reaction progress using an external magnet.33 Partial shell 

opening enables electrochemical-based identification of mole-

cules using a miniaturized three-electrode probe, whereas fully 

opening the shell enables reaction species detection using 

transmission-based optical techniques such as UV-vis absorp-

tion. However, these ex-situ investigations are invasive, 

whereby reactions must be quenched/disrupted at pre-

determined stages for further elemental/molecular analysis.  

In-situ reaction monitoring overcomes the limitations of ex-

situ methods by tracking reaction events in their native envi-

ronments without disturbing the reaction set-up. This approach 

enables a more representative identification and quantification 

of chemical species directly relevant to the reaction. Combin-



 

ing plasmonic liquid marbles and colloidosomes with SERS 

hyperspectral imaging creates an ideal platform for in-situ and 

time-resolved reaction tracking in their native environment 

through the particle shell. Molecular-specific vibrational fin-

gerprints reflecting the chemical processes within a reaction 

microdroplet can be remotely tracked using such platforms.25 

Using diazonium-based moieties surface grafting as model 

reactions, we uncover a two-step sequential grafting process 

which begins with the initial Langmuir chemisorption of sul-

fonicbenzene diazonium onto Ag surface, followed by a 19-

fold slower autocatalytic multilayer growth. Experimental 

findings corroborate well with theoretical simulations, allow 

us to elucidate the distinct process kinetics for the first time.  

Plasmonic colloidosome-based microreactors are particular-

ly ideal for unveiling interfacial processes owing to their large 

surface areas exposed to both dispersed and continuous phas-

es, which also significantly shortens molecular diffusion 

lengths needed to access the entire 3D volume. Strong SERS 

enhancements from these plasmonic picoreactors further ena-

ble efficient tracking of interfacial molecular events. We 

demonstrate the on-site interfacial protonation of dimethyl 

yellow using this soft platform, and derive the reaction rate 

constant through SERS spectral evolution (Figure 10B).23 Our 

ultrasensitive approach further allows differentiation of iso-

meric products, which cannot be distinguished using conven-

tional analytical methods such as high performance liquid 

chromatography. By encapsulating aqueous solutions contain-

ing different chemical reagents, plasmonic colloidosomes are 

also attractive for high throughput monitoring and parallel 

control of multiple picoliter-scaled reactions. Our collective 

discussions highlight particle-assembled 2D and 3D soft inter-

faces as advanced reactor-sensor hybrids which are immensely 

beneficial for investigating small-volume reactions and/or 

interfacial phenomena prevalent in many (bio)chemical pro-

cesses. 

Conclusions 

In this perspective, we have provided a brief overview on 

the recent progress of functional soft platforms formed via the 

assembly of particles at fluid-fluid interfaces. Current sub-

strate-less platforms exist in various configurations, ranging 

from bulk 2D planar arrays trapped at phase boundaries to 3D 

microdroplet-based interfaces in the form of liquid marbles 

and colloidosomes. Both 2D and 3D interfacial platform for-

mation are driven by the minimization of interfacial free ener-

gy, and we emphasize their unique physical/mechanical attrib-

utes which enable them to excel over conventional solid-based 

devices. We also provide an overview in applying these soft 

platforms to manipulate light-matter interactions, achieve mul-

tiplex molecular sensing, as well as modulate and elucidate 

reaction kinetics in microsystems. Their outstanding perfor-

mance in these interfacial applications are superior over con-

ventional solid substrate-based platforms.  

In terms of future research, focus can be directed towards 

the creation of larger scale non-spherical soft interfaces. Geo-

metric transformation of these 3D soft micro-interfaces can 

further enhance the surface area-to-volume ratios, with tre-

mendous potential in boosting heterogeneous catalytic perfor-

mance, interfacial reaction, surface-sensitive detection, and 

even uncovering unique photonics/magnetic phenomena. Cur-

rent 3D soft interfaces are typically quasi-spherical, especially 

at the microscale. While non-spherical “armored bubbles” 

have been reported, these entities are formed individually via 

external physical forces such as compression, which is imprac-

tical for actual application.118 Further work could also explore 

different techniques to form liquid marbles, with the aim of 

imparting collective properties that are unique to an ordered 

and ultrathin particle assembly at a macroscopic 3D fluid-fluid 

interface. 

Another avenue of research could involve the facile prepara-

tion of multilayered droplet-based templates involving multi-

ple fluid-fluid interfaces, such as oil-water-oil templates. 

These sophisticated designs are promising for the pre-

programming of mass transfer within such hierarchical fluidic 

templates, enabling diffusion-controlled multi-step reaction 

and/or sequential reaction-purification automation. This 

unique platform-in-platform scheme can also induce multi-

interfacial molecular phase transfers, possibly imparting “siev-

ing” effect to sort targeted analytes from interfering species in 

multiplex detection of real and complex liquid matrices. Fur-

thermore, such designs can also impart multiple functionalities 

to a single micro/pico-liter droplet that is highly symmetrical 

and uniform in all 3D space, in contrast to the current Janus-

based configurations. 

Finally, interfacial applications can be extended to other soft 

interfaces such as Leidenfrost droplets.119, 120 Leidenfrost drop-

let is essentially a levitating liquid droplet produced via the 

formation of an underlying air cushion when the liquid is su-

perheated on a hot surface. This superheated liquid droplet 

creates a unique internal Marangoni flow which can be uti-

lized to enhance reactant homogenization and mixing. While 

particle assembly on Leidenfrost droplet has been demonstrat-

ed, there is no demonstration of the entire ensemble for inter-

facial applications. By combining Leidenfrost droplets with 

active encapsulating particles, we expect particle-assembled 

Leidenfrost droplets to provide a dynamic and non-

equilibrium environment to kinetically-control (bio)chemical 

reactions and/or nanoparticle synthesis.121, 122 Furthermore, 

research can also be directed to lengthen the lifetimes of these 

typically short-lived Leidenfrost droplets, which are shorter 

than 100 s. Longer Leidenfrost droplet lifetimes will also ena-

ble a more uniform chemical concentration within the drop-

lets.123  

All in all, given the collective benefits provided by particle-

assembled soft interfaces, substrate-less platforms are clearly 

providing a paradigm shift to overcome the many limitations 

imposed by conventional solid-state devices. Through the 

boundless customizability and dynamic nature of interfacial 

particle assembly, we can certainly anticipate the continuous 

thriving of these platforms to realize a whole new level of 

exciting and diverse opportunities in various disciplines in-

cluding nanotechnology, synthetic chemistry, photonics, and 

environmental and food safety. 
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